
Objective [1.5]-Notes 
Know and understand the rules for representing the data of a functional relationship in tabular and order pair forms. 

 

When we have some business functional relationship that we wish to model with an algebraic function we know that we 
will either be given some specific input/output pairs of that relationship or we will have to go find/collect them.   A set of 
input/output pairs is commonly called DATA.   When we say we “need to collect data” we need to go collect 
input/output pairs of the relationship if our intention is to quantitatively understand that relationship and hopefully to 
algebraically model it. 
 
An input/output pair has a math name.  We called it an ordered pair.   The “order” is that the first number in the pair 
must be an input and the second one the corresponding output.  The pair should be enclosed in parentheses.    If we 
represent a set of input/output pairs it is clearer and more convenient to put them in a table.  The table could be 2 rows 
by as many columns as pairs or two columns by as many rows as pairs.  In the first case input values are in the top row 
and their corresponding output in the row below.  In the vertical table inputs are on the left and outputs on the right.  
 

Vertical Table 
Horizontal Table 

 
Ordered Pair 
(Input, Output) 

 
 

 
 

How do we relate these pairs/tables to the functional notation mastered in objective 1.4?   Let’s reconsider the example 
from objective 1.4. 
 
Example:  “There is a relationship between time and average price of a home”    
Answer:     Let “time”  be t.     Let “average home price be” be p.   Let the functional relationship be H 
p=H(t).    p is a function, H, of t.   or just    p is a function of t. 
 
So, first off you MUST not be tempted to start saying things like ‘x-value’, ‘y-value’ and ‘f of x’  because NONE of these 
symbols have a context in this example.  In this example we should say ‘t-value’, ‘p-value’, and ‘H of t’.   Of course input-
value and output-value are always safe ways of expressing these regardless of the symbols. 
 

So an ordered pair is would be  (t,p).  Alternatively we can substitute H(t) for p so many times it is written as (t,H(t)) 
especially if an output symbol (like p) was never defined.  So this ordered pair using functional notation tells us how to 
label tables.  It also tells us how to interpret the functional notation in the context of a table.  So let’s now look at an 
example horizontal table. 
 
Table: Average price of a Home 

How do we interpret something like H(4).  It means find 
the output of the function H at an input of 4.  That’s easy 
to do just find the output of the ordered pair whose input 
is 4.   Thus H(4)=$175,000.  Notice how I wrote the output 

in the “real” number instead of $175.  Obviously a house doesn’t cost $175.   Alternatively in this example someone 
could ask us “What was the average price of a home in 1994?”.   1994 is an input which we must first convert into a 
table input (1994-1990=4) before finding the output.  Finally someone could ask an “inverse” question (output to input).  
“In what year was the average price of a home $290,000?”.   $290,000=>p=290 so t=10.  We would say 10+1990=2000.     
 
We haven’t used the words evaluating and solving yet and there are objectives for these.  Still it won’t hurt to mention 
that if we are given an input and asked to find an output that is called evaluating a function and looks like this   “What 
is H(4)?”   Given an output and asked to find an input is called solving.  In case of a table solving is as easy as evaluating.   
The question looks like this in notation.   175=H(t), solve for t. 

Input       

  
Output 

      

Input Output 

  

  

  

t, Time (years, t=0 is 1990) 0 3 4 7 10 12 

P=H(t), Price $ (thousands) 150 170 175 200 290 330 


